
 

 
Southern California Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf 

Board of Directors Meeting 
Online: Zoom 

 
05  June 2020 

 

President’s Report: Stephanie Webb 
 

● Legislative Issues 
○ See AB5 Committee Report 

● Community & Member Engagement 
○ Replied to a variety of member and requestor queries, either personally or by 

placing them in contact with the appropriate leadership. 
○ Coronavirus and COVID-19:  

■ 4/13 Phone meeting and subsequent communications with a SCRID 
member regarding the list SCRID has posted of community-curated Deaf 
interpreters recommended for press briefing interpreting.  

■ 4/24 Phone meeting with Vance Taylor, Cal OES to discuss CA’s Disaster 
Response Interpreter program and credentialing, with the goal of 
supporting qualified Deaf interpreters for press briefings. 

■ Awaiting completion of recommendations from the bylaws committee 
before sending out the email referendum that will include, amongst other 
motions for consideration, a vote on making optional FY2021 membership 
dues. 

○ 4/20 Online meeting with Kaviata Pipalia, CAD President to catch up on collective 
responses to community issues (Deaf community emergency information access, 
AB5, other) 

● Leadership Collaboration 
○ Vice President: Requested and began a weekly one-on-one meeting to improve 

the efficiency of SCRID operations and keep us moving forward. This meeting 
has been very helpful in supporting forward momentum and collaboration on a 
variety of issues. 

○ Secretary: Worked with the website chair to clean up and bring the scrid.org 
Meetings and Reports page up to date. Strategic planning for the Secretary 
position phone meeting held 4/17. 

○ Treasurer: Established the ad hoc Finance Committee and appointed a 
committee chair. Created an email account for the committee chair and 
requested coordination of work and onboarding with the Treasurer. Met with 
acting Treasurer 4/19 & 5/28 to discuss financial issues and the transition of 
duties as she steps out of the position. 

○ PR: Provided email access to Kristeena and encouraged collaboration within the 
committee. Later, sadly, received her resignation from the position due to 
relocation and other issues that have arisen due to the pandemic. 
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○ PDC: Attended a 5/6 training Peggy offered to review the financial aspect of PDC 
work in Wild Apricot. 

○ Joint PDC/PR/CMP: Met 5/6 with committee chairs Glory & Beth, CMP liaison 
Paola, and VP Kathy to clarify and distinguish roles and responsibilities when 
coordinating an event. 

○ Website: Working in conjunction with Joshua Webb as website updates are 
needed. Supported backend and advertising needs of the 5/9 Social-distancing 
Social. 

○ Newsletter: Submitted a President’s Message and a list of resource links. 
Reviewed and provided feedback before the final draft went out to membership. 

○ Emerging Practitioners: Created an email account for the new co-chairs. 
○ Bylaws: Participating in the bylaws committee. We have met multiple times to 

discuss individual reviews of the bylaws and potential edits. 
○ Catastrophic Need Fund: Established committee and sought members. Shared 

the basis of a motion with leadership. Discussion will continue to be held within 
the committee and taken to the board. Final plans will be incorporated in the 
email referendum that will go out through the Bylaws committee. 
 

● SCRID Events 
○ Annual Membership Meeting & Identity Dive 5/2/20. Online: Zoom 
○ Social-Distancing Social 5/9/20. Online: Zoom. Rave reviews by participants! 
○ As an aside, I have been told by multiple people they were able to participate in 

these events only because they were online. They very much appreciated the 
ability to attend, when events are often quite a distance away. 

● Regional/National Level Activity 
○ Instigated what will hopefully be ongoing meetings of the CA Affiliate Chapter 

Presidents. Our first meeting was held 5/13. Topics of discussion included local 
experiences and AC responses to COVID-19, AB5 and it’s three related bills, the 
state of the CAD licensure task force, and the recent RID Town Hall.  

○ Discussion on Transition to a Professional Certification Organization: Sharing 
background info and considerations with leadership and members. Encouraging 
all SCRID leadership to be well-educated on aspects of this discussion, as we 
will be its stewards on a local level. 

■ Participated in the 12 May Town Hall. 
○ Statewide Task Force: DI Recruitment for DRI training 

■ Attended meetings 5/1, 5/11 
■ Latent Interpreting - who would fund this? 
■ Community Gatekeepers for DRI eligibility. Online screening and review - 

where is ownership of the program? 
■ As Deaf MAL, Jerrin will serve as SCRID rep on this task force moving 

forward, and provide regular updates. 
○ Region V Presidents Council 5/17. All chapters are similarly struggling with 

pandemic impacts. All have postponed dues until the fall, while many have made 
dues optional for the year. All are seeking ideas in how to use their Coronavirus 
Funds. Hopefully RID will share guidance as they determine what to do with their 
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fund. With the transition to fully online operations, we’ll be looking into a region 
online voting system. A second user has been set up on the Region V Zoom 
account to allow greater chapter access and use of the platform. The cancelation 
of the Deaf Nation World Expo and Region V Workshops has left the region with 
a net loss of $3823.23 (venue, transaction fees, misc. expenses). AC Presidents 
are verifying approval of their boards, after which a vote will be taken to share the 
liability amongst the chapters and region. 
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